Giannis Michailidis is an anarchist and unrepentant rebel held captive by the Greek state. He is now over a month into a hunger strike demanding his immediate release from years of pre-trial detention – for charges stacked high by the courts and judges in an attempt to bury him by a thousand bureaucratic persecutions. He is refusing this slow caged death however – just as he did in 2019 when he made the choice to escape. Now he is wielding his whole life as a weapon against resignation and misery. In a moment in Greece when the state and capital are throwing everything they’ve got against the antagonist movement, in the global context of a marshaling of repression, exploitation and surveillance to manage the system’s insolvable contradictions, we want to meet to discuss the urgent contributions of this comrade and his context to the clash with power. To discuss the meaning and sense of internationalist solidarity, and the ongoing global social war.